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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment
Compulsory REVISION comments

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

Was there a control with only potato and the groundnut flour or normal wheat pasta? What was
there data?
How did you conclude that? You didn’t seem to have studied cooking time, energy required etc.
The introduction should be reverse pyramidal in structure, i.e. from broader to more specific context
of the work. Should be ideally one paragraph about 300-400 words short, precise. It should have a
clear thesis statement, that is lacking in this case, it is usually the last line of the introduction that
states the entire context of the work in one line, making a claim that the entire paper strives to prove
Some recent papers on snacks and snacking could be cited, such as
Arora M, Singhal S, Rasane P, Singh J, Kaur S, Kumar V, Kumar A, Mishra A (2020). Snacks and
Snacking: Impact on Health of the Consumers and Opportunities for its Improvement. Current
Nutrition and Food Science. 10.2174/1573401316666200130110357
Is this study specific to Nigeria?. If not only around the world will serve the purpose
Same commen, if the product is not limited to Nigeria or if the ingredients are also available
worldwide or PAN Africa, please write in global context
There is no mention of control anywhere with either of the flours or wheat???
Were the three sample derived from one experiment or three experiments giving one sample each?

Minor REVISION comments

Check the entire manuscript for English corrections, spelling errors and grammatical errors.

Optional/General comments
NIL
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Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight
that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her
feedback here)

(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details)
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